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Norhurst is a service-disabled veteran-owned company that exemplifies the  

highest standards of military training and support. Our training techniques have 

been honed over years of service to our country as Special Forces soldiers and 

we have adapted these proven training tactics, techniques, and procedures 

(TTP’s) to provide the very best training to our customers regardless of the        

individual or collective requirements. Our team of subject matter experts,         

instructors, and instructional designers can modify any of our courses to meet 

specific customer requirements. We can also create custom training to meet 

any operational or academic need.  

Our training development and delivery uses a blended learning approach,         

including a mix of conventional brick and mortar classroom training, hands-on 

training, and practical exercises that can incorporate various distance learning 

methodologies to reduce costs and enhance the learning experience.  

We have trained thousands of military and government personnel in proven    

tactics, techniques, and procedures from basic marksmanship to enhanced   

computer forensics and sensitive site exploitation. Our extremely experienced 

cadre of instructors is composed of Special Operations Forces (SOF) Operators 

with tactical deployments in combat theaters of operation, as well as military    

intelligence and law enforcement experts who are leaders in their area of          

expertise. 
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BASIC  

LIFE  

SUPPORT 

Based curriculum of the American Heart Association (AHA), the Basic 

Life Support course focuses on the level of medical care which is 

used for victims of life-threatening illnesses or injuries until they can 

be given full medical care.  The course will consist of both didactic 

training as well as hands on training covering the conditions of       

cardiac arrest, choking, and drowning.  Individuals will learn basic 

first-aid and how to respond to each of the given scenarios to help 

treat the wounded. 

Duration:  12 Hours 
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FIRST AID/CPR & 

BLOOD BORNE         

PATHOGENS 

This advanced first-aid course provides the individual with instruction 

utilizing the National Safety Council lesson plans and material. This  

period of instruction is a comprehensive course covering all emergency 

and other first aid situations that may be encountered. The primary 

themes of the course are injury and illness prevention, current statistics, 

the key principles of first aid and variations on key principles. This 

course is taught through lecture, demonstration, practical exercises and 

written examinations. Upon successful completion of this course, the 

individual can receive certification from the National Safety Council for 

First Aid, CPR and Blood Borne Pathogens. 

Duration:  12 hours 
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COMBAT  

LIFESAVER 

In addition to basic CPR, it is vital to understand combat lifesaving 

techniques and procedures.  This course focuses on situations where 

an individual might  be the sole medical provider for an extended        

period of time after an injury occurs.  Topics include checking for 

breathing, bleeding, shock, fractures and other injuries, as well as 

performing first aid for different wounds around the body.                            

Individuals will also learn different techniques when carrying 

wounded individuals to safety.     

Duration:  16 Hours 
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SPECIAL OPERATION 

FORCES (SOF) MEDIC 

This combat medic al course is a paramedic refresher as well as the 

specific skills of being a special operation forces medic.  This course 

covers a hands-on approach of advanced tactical and medical skills 

and enhances team building and inter-service operability of SOF 

medic assets.  This course will strengthen and improve the               

individual’s firearm skills and ground tactics. 

Duration:  72 Hours 
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TACTICAL 

 MEDIC 

This combat medic al course is a paramedic refresher as well as the 

specific skills of being a tactical medic.  This high-level course provides 

instruction of advanced tactical and medical knowledge, skills and   

abilities.  This course will also promote team building, and inter-agency 

problem solving in tactical medicine.  The individual will learn to        

improve firearm skills and integrate them into tactical medicine. 

Duration:  72 Hours 
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CBRNE/HAZ-MAT 

RESPONSE 

The CBRNE/Haz-Mat Response course gives the individual the 

basic skills to identify the harmful effects of hazardous materials 

and Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear high yield            

Explosive (CBRNE).   Individuals will learn how to recognize        

potential HazMat and CBRNE events, the responsibilities of first 

responders, and individual protective and safety measures.  

 

Duration:  12 hours 
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SELF-DEFENSE/

DEFENSIVE               

TACTICS 

Basic Self-Defense Training teaches defensive tactics and modern    

techniques for hands-on battles with suspects. These techniques are 

designed to protect individuals during hand-to-hand confrontations. 

The combination of Krav Maga, Kickboxing, and Jiu Jitsu will teach the       

individual how to subdue suspects in close quarter battles as well as 

maneuvers to employ against assailants in different, specific situations.  

 

Duration:   12 Hours 
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MECHANICAL                 

ADVANTAGE CONTROL 

HOLDS (MACH) 

This technique is established as a national standard of subject control 
and defensive tactics that has been adopted into training curriculum 
and use of force policy at all levels of the military. MACH holds are a 
series of five techniques that is designed to work using positioning, 
joint manipulation, leverage and the subject’s momentum against 
them; this allows for the relative differences in an individual’s size and 
strength versus a subject’s size and strength.  The course begins with 
ensuring proper safety procedures are in place, and focus on Close 
Range Subject Control (CRSC) techniques as subject control and      
personal safety, and NOT specific hand or body placement.  This class 
is an excellent foundation for less than lethal methods of control. 
MACH includes same techniques with baton.  

 

Duration:  12 Hours 
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OLEORESIN           

CAPSICUM 

The Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) class is designed to train the individual in 

the use of OC. The class teaches the history of OC, a use of force review, 

and what OC is derived from. The individual will learn the physiological 

and psychological effects of OC, the proper procedures for deploying OC 

and the different types of OC delivery systems. This class also teaches  

general decontamination and recovery from OC and terms associated 

with OC. This class is taught through lecture, demonstration and a     

practical exercise where students will be exposed to OC and conduct 

fight-through drills. 

Duration:     8 hours 
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MENTAL  

CONDITIONING 

AND SURVIVAL 

This course provides the individual with the basics for developing a         

winning attitude. There is a discussion of how we perceive and       

react to danger. It addresses historically how, when, and where   

persons have been assaulted/killed on duty. It gives an introduction 

to tactics proven to give military personnel advantages in                      

dangerous situations, and provides an introduction to the concept 

of Contact-and-Cover. 

Duration:   8 hours 
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STRESS AND 

STRESS  

MANAGEMENT 

The Stress and Stress management course prepares the individual to 

identify the types, causes & symptoms of stress along with techniques 

to reduce or manage stress. This class discusses the  emotional impact 

of military duty and the frequent exposure to emergency events that 

can cause severe psychological, physical and occupational difficulties. 

The individual is taught corrective action to reduce stress in everyday 

life, both at the individual and unit level and addresses awareness of 

the common indicators of and reactions to stress.                                         

Duration:   8 hours 
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TACTICAL 

COMMUNICATION 

The Interpersonal Communication Skills class teaches the individual  

to learn the importance of personal communication skills, particularly 

as it pertains to conflict resolution and avoidance.  This class teaches  

the basic guidelines of interpersonal communications and  introduces 

the skill of observing body language, behaviors and good listening 

practices. This class includes identifying methods for effective             

listening, barriers to communication and methods to improve        

communication with persons from varying backgrounds. 

Duration:   8 hours 
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WEAPONS  

RETENTION 

Weapons Retention Training covers how the individual can    

maintain constant situational awareness and control of their 

weapons. This course  teaches state-of-the art techniques to use 

to prevent a subject from gaining control of an individual’s    

weapon, protecting yourself and weapons from an aggressor, 

maintaining your orientation, initiating control of the situation, 

assessing a threat, and neutralizing a situation.  

Duration:   4 hours 
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SITUATIONAL  

AWARENESS 

Situational awareness is defined as knowledge and understanding of 

the current situation which promotes timely, relevant and accurate    

assessment of friendly, competitive and other operations within the 

battle space in order to facilitate decision making. This course helps   

develop an understanding of the applicable safety precautions while 

performing military duties. Individuals will learn the correct procedures 

to respond to the different situations they will encounter on-duty. 

Duration:  20 hours 
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ACTIVE  

THREAT  

RESPONSE 

Dealing with an active threat scenario is a highly volatile situation. 

This course prepares the individual to manage the incident response 

to an active threat. Included in the course are the pre-incident   

planning, incident response, and post-incident actions. Included in 

this course is how to work with different agencies and jurisdictions.  

This course is taught through lecture, discussion, table-top exercises 

and small group work. 

Duration:  30 hours 
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EXPLOSIVE  

THREATS 

This course teaches the basic skills necessary to properly and safely  

respond to explosive threats. This course includes: identifying bomb 

classifications, recognizing types of lEDs, bomb threat and evacuation 

procedures, proper procedures for responding to a bomb threat, and 

proper procedures for conducting a search for a possible explosive. 

This course includes a four-hour practical lab in which students apply 

skills learned in class. 

Duration:  12 hours 
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TERRORISM  

AWARENESS 

The Terrorism Awareness class provides an overview of terrorism and 

terrorist activities in the past, present and future. The class discusses 

the history of terrorism, varying ideologies, the terrorist planning cycle 

as well as international and domestic terrorism and its impact on the 

United States. Topics also covered are the different support          

mechanisms of a terrorist group, long range goals and common     

characteristics of a terrorist group. 

Duration:  12 hours 
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RANDOM  

ANTI-TERRORISM 

MEASURES 

Random Anti-Terrorism Measures Training is designed to help                        

individuals fully understand why Random Anti-Terrorism Measures 

(RAM) are put into place and how they operate. This training covers the 

purpose of RAM, the concept of their operation, and the chain of    

command involved in a successful RAM operation.  Topics also include 

the erection of barriers and obstacles to control traffic flow, vehicle, 

cargo, and personnel searches, and variations in security routines. 

Duration:  24 hours 
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CROWD BEHAVIOR 

& DYNAMICS 

When a large amount of people gather, especially in protest, there is a 

tendency for that crowd to become unruly and the situation could       

escalate quickly. Military personnel must understand the threat before 

mass chaos ensues and the safety of the public is in danger. This course 

gives individuals the basic skills to identify crowd behavior and their 

tendencies. Individuals will review the characteristics of crowds,           

resistors, and different types of mob tactics. 

Duration:  24 hours 
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RIOT 

CONTROL 

When a crowd does get out of control, responders must react quickly and 

effectively to ensure the safety of all involved. Riot Training covers how to 

control large groups of people with a limited number of personnel and  

resources. This course will teach strategies that can help quell a crowd, 

procedures to deal with large crowds, when riot gear is needed, and how 

to use the gear effectively to keep both the public and the responders 

safe. You will learn techniques of when and how to employ forceful,     

non-lethal tactics when needed to gain control of a crowd.  

Duration:  40 hours 
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ESTABLISH ENTRY 

CONTROL POINTS 

Establishing Entry Control Points Training covers the 11 Performance 

Measures focusing on how to properly set up and direct a Control Access  

Point. This training includes how to perform visual checks of vehicles, 

identifying those individuals who are not  granted access, what materials 

are needed for a proper Control Access Point, and what to do when you 

come in contact with an unauthorized person or vehicle.  

Duration:  12 Hours 
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PREPLANNED  

RESPONSE 

PROCEDURES 

Preplanned Response Procedures are put in place so individuals 

know exactly how to react to whatever situation arises. This course        

identifies responsibilities and guidelines related to immediate      

actions, general watch types for immediate actions and shooting 

decision variables.  In addition, it differentiates between the types 

of waterside threats and duties related to immediate actions for 

water threats, distinguishes the different categories of land threats, 

the immediate actions for land threats, and procedures for            

immediate actions for air threats. 

Duration:  12 hours 
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ESCORT  

PROCEDURES 

Military escorts are needed from time to time.  This course  provides 

individuals with an understanding of the various escort operations 

they may be tasked with.  They are instructed on their roles and     

responsibilities in a number of general escort scenarios.  Individuals 

will also learn actions to be taken in case of emergencies.  Topics 

such as coordination with other units or agencies and various escort       

methods will be discussed.  

Duration: 4 hours 
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DNA 

COLLECTION 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) collection is vital to any criminal                 

investigation.  This advanced course will cover DNA evidence               

identification, collection, packaging, storing, handling, and                       

transportation.  Topics include intro to biological evidence, safety           

procedures, evidence identification, collection techniques, crime 

scene documentation, and best practices and procedures when 

packaging, storing, handling, and transporting DNA evidence.   

Duration:  8 Hours 
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GUNSHOT  

RESIDUE  

ANALYSIS 

This course covers the investigation of forensic gunshot residue 

(GSR) by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy / Energy Dispersive         

Spectroscopy (SEM / EDS).  Individuals will learn the fundamentals 

of SEM/EDS, residue detection, formation, sampling, and analysis as 

well as quality assurance and potential risks of misinterpretation.    

Individuals will also use practical training exercises using the latest 

SEM/EDS hardware to detect GSR. 

Duration:  8 Hours 
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EXPLOSIVE 

RESIDUE  

ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this course is to familiarize the individual with       

conducting on-the-spot explosive residue or product detection       

utilizing the latest hardware technology.  Individuals will learn       

procedures and techniques to accurately identify trace explosive   

residue and  visible powders or liquids. Individuals will also learn 

how to properly utilize and maintain explosive detection field kits. 

Duration:  8 Hours 
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HOME MADE 

EXPLOSIVES 

Homemade Explosives (HME) have become a severe threat to both  

the military and the public. Being able to identify these threats is   

vital to an individual’s safety. This course will cover the HME threat 

in-depth including safety, explosive theory, improvised detonators, 

basic chemistry and identification.  Topics will include different types 

of chemical based explosives including peroxide, fertilizer, nitrate, 

and chlorate .  

Duration:  24 Hours 
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TACTICAL  

EVASIVE  

DRIVING 

Individuals must be able to gain the upper hand when engaged in a high 

speed pursuit.  This course covers principles and dynamics of high speed 

driving, evasive maneuvers, pit and pinning maneuvers, rally driving 

techniques, terrain association, loose surface driving, among others.    

Individuals will also learn how to react to different situations such as 

blockades, entrapment, low visibility, moving ambushes, pursuing         

vehicles, and other high-risk scenarios individuals might encounter. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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CLOSE QUARTER 

BATTLE (CQB)-URBAN 

When individuals are encountered with a dangerous situation inside a   

building, proper procedures and tactics must be followed when clearing 

a room to ensure the safety of all involved.  This training covers the     

fundamentals of room clearing including point of entry, movement,  

gaining control of the room and eliminating the enemy. Topics include 

working in 2 and 4 man teams, clearing single and multiple rooms and 

floors as well as stairwells and hallways.  Individuals will also learn    

breaching techniques, multiple building clearing, and firing positions.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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DEVELOPING  

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE  

POSITIONS-URBAN 

When battles occur inside buildings or other close quarters combat 

(CQC) situations, individuals must know tactics to survive and escape a 

hostile environment.  This course teaches individuals how to work as an 

individual or a team tactics such as positioning, firing angles, and using 

your surrounding environment to your advantage. Topics include setting 

up barricades, utilizing exterior and interior surroundings, and setting 

up primary, secondary, fallback positions, escape routes, and how to 

employ tactics during a rescue mission.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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COMBAT 

TACTICS 

Infantry and other front line personnel must be ready for real combat 

before they are deployed.  This realistic combat course will prepare     

individuals for combat situations through role-playing exercise training. 

Individuals will learn and conduct raids, rescue injured personnel, and 

communicate with different ethnic groups that will be encountered   

during deployment.  This course will help individuals make split-second 

decisions when faced with difficult situations when in the field.   

Duration:  60 Hours 
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SMALL 

UNIT 

TACTICS 

Small unit tactics (SUT) instruction teaches the individual strategies 

while working independently in severe environments.  This scenario 

based training course covers in depth situations that special units or low       

visibility individuals can encounter.  Topics include close ranging fighting 

skills, concealed carrying techniques, lone operator tactics, foreign 

weapons, battlefield recovery, striking techniques, distraction devices, 

low light shooting, and many other tactics designed for special ops. 

Duration:  50 Hours 
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DEFENSIVE  

WEAPONS  

& TACTICS 

This training is designed to introduce and utilize hand-held weapons 

and to teach hand-to-hand combat tactics.  In addition to basic self-

defense tactics, individuals will learn when and how to deploy 

handheld weapons and how to use them effectively to control an  

assailant.  This course includes combat techniques with bayonets, 

knives, and swords that are issued by different military services. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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BASIC WEAPONS & 

WEAPONS SYSTEMS 

This training is designed to introduce on an individual’s knowledge 

of standard military weaponry.  Individuals will learn performance 

specs, safe operation, tactical employment, and cleaning &     

maintenance of each designated weapon.  Weapons introduced in 

this course include handguns (M9, M11, various .45 ACP weapons, 

etc.),  rifles (M4, M203, M16A2, etc.), shotguns (M500, M870, 

M1014, etc.), submachine guns (MP5, MP7, etc.) and crew served 

weapons (M60, M2, M61 etc.). 

Duration:  30 Hours 
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ADVANCED WEAPONS 

& WEAPONS SYSTEMS 

This training is designed to expand on an individual’s knowledge of 

standard military weaponry.  Individuals will enhance performance 

specs, tactical employment, and expert operation of each               

designated weapon.  Weapons trained on in this course include 

handguns (M9, M11, various .45 ACP weapons, etc.), rifles (M4, 

M203, M16A2, etc.), shotguns (M500, M870, M1014, etc.),             

submachine guns (MP5, MP7, etc.), and crew served weapons   

(M60, M2, M61 etc.). 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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BASIC 

MARKSMANSHIP 

This training is conducted to improve a shooter’s lethality and      

survivability in volatile and stressful situations.  This course will    

cover the fundamentals of combat marksmanship and techniques, 

combat pistol, shotgun, and rifle techniques, target acquisition and                

discrimination and attacking multiple targets.  This training will     

consist of drills to enhance accuracy, lethality, knowledge, and       

understanding while under the duress of hostile conditions.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

MARKSMANSHIP 

This training is conducted to maximize a shooter’s lethality and             

survivability in volatile and stressful situations.  This course will expand 

on the fundamentals of basic combat marksmanship and techniques, 

combat pistol, shotgun, and rifle techniques, target acquisition and     

discrimination and attacking multiple targets.  This training will consist  

of advanced drills to enhance accuracy, lethality, knowledge, and               

understanding while under the duress of hostile conditions.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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BASIC  

SNIPER  

TACTICS 

Basic sniper tactics is a course that will not only cover the            

introduction to sniper operations, but will teach individuals       

valuable in-depth information to become a proficient sniper.       

Topics include sniper weapon systems, marksmanship, ballistics 

and their effects, optics and scopes, weather effects, range          

estimating, night vision, and other proficient skills of a sniper. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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ADVANCED  

SNIPER  

TACTICS 

Advanced sniper tactics is a course that will build on sniper       

operations & will teach individuals valuable in-depth information 

to become an expert sniper. Topics include sniper weapon         

systems, advanced marksmanship, ballistics and their effects,    

optics and scopes, weather effects, range estimating, night vision, 

and other proficient skills of a sniper expert.  This course will also 

focus on sniper tandem teams working in covert operations. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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COMBAT  

MOUNTED  

MOBILITY 

Combat mounted mobility teaches individuals proper execution 

of combat mounted mobility operations and increase mission 

success in hostile environments.  Individuals will learn tactical 

skills, survivability, and lethality while operating under fire.     

Topics include vehicle convoy, preparation and vehicle               

fortification techniques.  Live battle drills will help the individual 

react to ambushes, IEDs, firefights, and downed vehicles. 

Duration:  16 Hours 
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DEPLOYING  

EXLOSIVE 

WEAPONS 

Explosive weapons are effective devices to employ in a lot of 

combat situations.  This course will introduce military grade      

explosive devices and combat tactics used in battle scenarios.  

Topics include safe deployment of grenades (gas, smoke, stun 

grenades, etc.), anti-tank/assault weapons (AT4, M72, M202, 

M203, etc.), and mines (M18A1 Claymore, M15, M19, M21, etc.). 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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CELLULAR  

SIGNAL  

TECHNOLOGY 

This introductory course will teach individuals the fundamentals 

of the most common cellular technologies: WiMAX, CDMA, GSM, 

and WMTS-WCDMA.  Individuals will learn how to comprehend 

and apply the field of forensics and network exploitation to      

cellular signal technologies.  Course topics include cellular coding 

schemes, channel structures, mobile equipment overviews, net-

work functions and operations, among others. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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CDMA 

TECHNOLOGY 

This introductory course will teach individuals the fundamentals 

of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).  Individuals will learn 

about the channel access method used by cellular technologies 

to send voice and data signals. Course topics include CDMA      

usage and relevance, channel structure, coding schemes, mobile 

equipment hardware, network hardware and functions,            

frequency bands and others skills. 

Duration:  16 Hours 
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WiMAX 

TECHNOLOGY 

This introductory course will teach individuals the fundamentals 

for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) 

technology.  Individuals will learn the basics of wireless            

technology for data and voice. Course topics include WiMAX     

network recognition, network operation, device usage and     

overviews, WiMAX history and evolution, mobile device network 

interaction, and other relevant topics. 

Duration:  16 Hours 
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GSM 

TECHNOLOGY 

This introductory course will teach individuals the basics and   

fundamentals of the Global System for Mobile Communications 

(GSM). Individuals will learn GSM network recognition and        

operation, worldwide usage, channel structure, and evolution.  

Course topics include GSM relevance, coding schemes, voice and 

data processing, frequency bands, micro and macro network   

operation, GSM access scheme and other relevant topics. 

Duration:  16 Hours 
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UMTS-WCDMA 

TECHNOLOGY 

This introductory course will teach individuals the fundamentals 

of the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System—Wideband 

Code Division Multiple Access (UTMS-WCDMA) technology.       

Individuals will learn about the 3G and 4G mobile technology for 

sending voice and data signals at rapid speeds.  Course topics    

include WCDMA history and evolution, network infrastructure 

and operation, and other relevant topics. 

Duration:  16 Hours 
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MOBILE 

DEVICE 

SECURITY 

Mobile device and application security is vital in any operation or 

situation.  This hands-on training will teach individuals to manage 

risks to mobile applications and devices, implement an effective 

mobile device security strategy, identify potential flaws in mobile 

applications, leverage best practices for mobile application        

development and security, and expose and learn to secure         

vulnerabilities in mobile devices and applications, and other skills. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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MOBILE  

FORENSICS 

INTRODUCTION 

This introductory course will cover basic forensic techniques of 

extracting data on the different devices being used world wide. 

This course will discuss the underlying operating system, artifacts 

and the recovery of the most data from Blackberry, Windows 

Mobile, Apple, and Android devices. Individuals will learn the 

basic forensic techniques of extracting data, jailbreaking, using 

lock and unlock codes and other skills. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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BASIC  

MOBILE  

FORENSICS 

This introductory course will cover legal issues, service providers 

and current methodologies of mobile forensics.  The training will 

include hands on instruction on data extraction from GSM, iDEN, 

and CDMA handsets, using state-of-the-art software. Individuals 

will learn the basics of the cellular network, the history of cellular 

technology, troubleshooting techniques, among other skills. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

MOBILE  

FORENSICS 

Building on the fundamentals of basic mobile forensics, this 

course will enhance forensic skills as well as using advanced  

techniques in cell phone technology. Course topics include AT 

commands, specific commands, SIM cloning, coding, current  

software techniques, handset triaging, SIM card and handset 

extraction, among others skills.   

Duration:  40 Hours 
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PROFESSIONAL  

MOBILE  

FORENSICS 

Going beyond the advanced mobile forensics skills, this course 

will expand on obtaining the maximum amount of data from  

mobile phones. This course will cover hardware service tools, the 

usage of USB port monitors, iPhone physical examinations and 

the UFED Physical Analyzer.  Individuals will be proficient in the 

different software and hardware tools used in mobile forensics. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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SATELLITE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Satellite communications training provides individuals with an    

in-depth background of satellite communication techniques as 

well as a state of the art update on key emerging technologies 

and future systems.  This course addresses all important aspects 

satellite communications including traffic, multiple-access     

techniques, link budgets, the spacecraft bus, and orbits.  This 

course will also cover SATCOM training subjects. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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RADIO  

WAVE  

PROPAGATION 

Understanding basic radio wave propagation is crucial to ensuring 

proper radio communication using military style radios and field 

expedient antennas.  Individuals will learn radio wave terminology, 

the modulation and propagation of radio waves, frequencies,     

antenna types, electronic warfare applications, and field             

construction.  Individuals will be able to comprehend antenna  

theory and how it applies to the field of radio wave and signals. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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BASIC  

DIGITAL 

FORENSICS 

Computer software and operating systems are rapidly changing 

everyday.  This training teaches the latest best practices when   

investigating and recovering data from different environments 

including Windows, Macintosh, Unix, and Linux.  Individuals  

will also learn several forensic applications used in the data 

search and recovery process.   

Duration:  24 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

DIGITAL 

FORENSICS 

Building on basic digital forensic training, this course expands on 

the techniques individuals need for digital forensic analysis.        

Individuals will learn advanced techniques when investigating 

and recovering data from different environments including    

Windows, Macintosh, Unix, and Linux.  Individuals will be able to 

effectively use forensic tools and best practices to successfully 

extract data and perform advanced-level data analysis. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ELECTRONIC CRIME 

SCENE INVESTIGATION 

This course teaches first responders to a crime scene the 

proper procedures when dealing with electronic evidence.  

Individuals will learn techniques of recognizing, protecting, 

collecting, and preserving electronic evidence.  Topics include 

tools and equipment used, securing and evaluation the crime 

scene, safety procedures, documentation, packaging, storage, 

and transportation of evidence, among others. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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DIGITAL 

EVIDENCE 

This course is geared toward law enforcement and military        

personnel who use the science of digital evidence forensics to    

investigate electronic evidence.  Individuals will learn techniques 

to discover & analyze data found on computer hard drives, mobile 

phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), flash drives, CDs, DVDs, 

among others.  Individuals will learn best practices used along 

with investigative and analysis software and strategies. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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FORENSIC 

DUPLICATION 

Forensic duplication can be a vital strategy to any investigation 

and can even be used as legal evidence.  This course will teach   

individuals about forensic duplicates, qualified duplicates, mirror 

images, restored images, hardware mirroring, image capturing, 

troubleshooting, and other techniques. This course will also teach 

individuals the latest hardware and software used in forensic     

imaging and duplication.  

Duration:  12 Hours 
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TACTICAL 

TRIAGE 

Tactical triage is a course designed to address a series of computer 

related issues that may or may not be related.  Individuals will use 

tactical level forensic tools to triage multiple types of storage     

media in order to derive useful intelligence.  This course will teach 

individuals the operation and procedures of the various tactical 

tools used to identify, sort, and prioritize electronic evidence    

gathered from the different types of media.  

Duration:  24 Hours 
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COMPUTER  

BASICS 

This course serves as an introductory to the fundamentals of   

computer hardware and software.  Individuals will gain an           

in-depth understanding of a computer including the basic              

architecture, hardware components and how they function, and 

the most utilized operating systems. Topics will also include file 

structure, user interfacing, navigation, common data hiding 

techniques among other skills. 

Duration:  12 Hours 
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BASIC 

COMPUTER 

FORENSICS 

This introductory course provides individuals with fundamentals to 

effectively conduct a computer forensic examination.  This course 

provides individuals with a basic understanding of computer    

hardware and software, file systems, search procedures, and basic 

forensic techniques.  Topics include identifying and reassembling 

hardware components, understanding various operating systems, 

forensic software tools, among others. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

COMPUTER 

FORENSICS 

This advanced course expands individuals’ forensic examination 

skills.  This course enhances exploitation capabilities as well as 

teaches more challenging concepts such as searching for lost     

partitions and extracting hidden items in media files.  Topics        

include understanding timeline analysis, utilizing filters, creating 

and utilizing new automation scripts, techniques to discover         

Internet related artifacts, among other advanced skills. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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WINDOWS 

FORENSICS 

This course will give an individual in-depth training at performing 

digital forensic analysis of Windows based systems. Case scenarios 

and hands-on exercises will teach the individual about  artifacts 

from the Windows registry, log file, LNK file, Internet activity and 

chats, file sharing, swap file, and recycle bin. Topics also include 

overcoming passwords and encryption, common data hiding    

techniques, understanding the MFT, among others. 

Duration:  20 Hours 
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PEER-TO-PEER 

NETWORK 

FORENSICS 

Although Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are not illegal, many 

crimes are committed sharing data directly to another device.  

This training will introduce P2P networks to the individual,      

covering topics such as system architecture, file sharing, net-

works, clients, and manual analysis techniques.  This course will 

also teach individuals about best practices and current software 

techniques when investigating P2P networks.  

Duration:  16 Hours 
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BASIC 

NETWORK 

SECURITY 

This course covers the basic fundamentals of information security. 

Individuals will gain hands-on experience and learn the basics of 

computers and networking. Topics include Internet Protocol, 

routing, Domain Name Service, and network devices. This course 

also covers the basics of cryptography, security management, and 

wireless networking. Individuals will learn the latest defensive 

tools and techniques used to keep information secure. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

NETWORK 

SECURITY 

This advanced course expands on the basic fundamentals of         

information and network security. This course also covers network 

designs, encapsulation, hardware and network addresses, name 

resolution, and address translation. This course will  explore attack 

methods against the networking and computing infrastructure and 

individuals will learn appropriate countermeasures and state-of-

the-art in-depth defensive techniques and strategies.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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WIRELESS 

NETWORK 

SECURITY 

The Certified Wireless Security Professional (CWSP) is an advanced 

level certification that measures the ability to secure any wireless 

network.  This course covers industry standard access points, 

802.1x protocol assessment devices, and WLAN security assess-

ment tools from current software vendors.  Individuals will learn to 

assess the security of wireless networks and will attain the 

knowledge necessary for the CWSP certification. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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CLOUD 

SECURITY 

Cloud computing is rapidly emerging as a viable means to create 

dynamic, rapidly provisioned resources for operating platforms, 

applications, development environments, storage and backup     

capabilities, and many more IT functions. This course will teach   

individuals new approaches for data encryption, network             

encryption, key management, data lifecycle concerns, and other 

techniques practiced to keep cloud environments secure. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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FORENSIC  

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Forensic photographers combine the analytical skills of investigative 

technicians with the art and technology of photography.  This course 

will provide the essential skills in both the areas of  forensics and 

photography.  Topics include fundamentals of photography, digital 

imaging, and image analysis.  Individuals will learn how to               

photograph different crime scenes and use different software,       

filters, and techniques to produce excellent quality images. 

Duration:  12 Hours 
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LATENT  

FINGERPRINT 

ANALYSIS 

This course covers the fundamentals of latent fingerprint analysis 

using photography and a variety of chemical and physical            

procedures to make unseen prints visible.  This course will cover 

photography basics, principles of latent fingerprinting, powder 

process, fingerprint impressions and patterns, surface types, lifting 

tape, electronic print filing, and standard practices and                        

implementations related to latent fingerprint analysis. 

Duration:  12 Hours 
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SURVEILLANCE 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

This in-depth course covers how to perform surveillance           

photography at the highest level.  Individuals will learn about  

planning and equipping as well as the techniques needed for day 

or night surveillance imaging.  Topics will include digital imaging 

and light amplification, concealment devices, infrared imaging, 

surveillance from vehicles and aircraft, night vision equipment, 

lens and equipment choices and other expert skills.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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TECHNICAL 

SURVEILLANCE 

This in-depth course will teach individuals skills to use the proper 

audio and video equipment to run covert surveillance operations. 

Individuals will learn concealment techniques, building and room 

equipment installations, vehicle installations, and many other     

advanced skills.  This course will also teach about GPS and other 

tracking systems, remote control operations and how to use        

off-the-shelf products to setup and complete a covert mission.  

Duration:  90 Hours 
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PHYSICAL 

SURVEILLANCE 

This in-depth course will teach individuals skills conduct fixed, foot 

and mobile surveillances in urban and suburban areas.  Training 

will consist of surveillance techniques, detection, and counter-

surveillance operations, rural and urban surveillance and            

concealment techniques, and observation and memory training.  

This course will train individuals to setup and operate covert      

surveillance missions as well as be able to  manipulate, exploit, 

neutralize, or defeat such systems deployed against them. 

Duration:  90 Hours 
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BIOMETRIC  

DATA  

COLLECTION 

Biometric identification is becoming more prevalent worldwide 

and is an excellent surveillance technique.  This course will give an 

introduction to Biometrics and its application.  Individuals will 

learn about current biometric devices, their operation, features, 

and capabilities.  Topics covered also include database integration, 

device integration within their operational environment,  facial 

photographs, iris images, personal data, among others. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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SPECIAL  

OPERATIONS 

This course is designed to provide realistic scenario training for 

Special Operation Forces (SOF). Individuals will learn about a 

broad range of topics including unconventional warfare, covert  

entry, strategic missions, special reconnaissance, and direct action 

missions.  This course will teach individuals special advanced skills 

and techniques while facing live action, real scenarios they would 

face in field at home or abroad. 

Duration:  80 Hours 
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MILITARY  

INTELLIGENCE 

This course is designed to teach individuals how to gather              

intelligence and how to utilize that info.  Individuals will develop 

critical thinking skills and learn how to analyze and prepare maps, 

charts and intelligence reports. This course also teaches military          

symbology and complicated computer systems. Individuals will    

also develop the skills needed to organize and decipher radar and 

reconnaissance data. 

Duration:  40 Hours 
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ADVANCED 

MILITARY  

INTELLIGENCE 

This advanced course builds on the military intelligence skills and 

expands the individuals knowledge and training when gathering 

and deciphering intelligence.  This course will go in-depth into 

learning about strategic, operational, and tactical intelligence.      

Individuals will learn advanced techniques and procedures in the 

intelligence process including collection, analysis, packaging,      

dissemination as well as working with outside entities. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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INTELLIGENCE 

ANALYTICS 

This intensive course is designed specifically for intelligence         

analysts. Individuals will learn to collect information about the     

position, fighting capability and behavior of hostile forces based 

on satellite images, intercepted transmissions, aerial photography, 

interrogation of prisoners and other sources. This course will teach 

deciphering, liking, importing, tagging, and search techniques as 

well as tactical and strategic planning skills necessary.  

Duration:  60 Hours 
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AIRBORNE 

TRAINING &  

OPERATIONS 
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HIGH ALTITUDE 

HIGH OPENING 

(HAHO) 

This tactical HAHO course develops team confidence for any kind 

of covert inclusion. Individuals will learn to stealthily integrate 

with existing free-fall operations, develop solid skills in canopy 

flight, exit control and various landing techniques. This course also 

includes night jumps which increase jumper confidence and create 

mission capable operators. Individuals will learn via role-playing 

exercises to simulate mission scenarios and realistic operations. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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HIGH ALTITUDE 

LOW OPENING 

(HALO) 

This course provides high altitude training with tactical application. 

Individuals will learn to enhance team communication, navigation, 

tactical (unknown) drop zones and night operations. This course 

focuses on combat equipment and operator confidence is             

developed during the high altitude evolutions. Individuals will also 

learn the techniques used for a successful airdrop with supplies, 

equipment, or personnel. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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AIRBORNE  

PHOTOGRAPHY 

This Photo/Video Course provides students with the fundamentals 

of free fall video jumping. Individuals will learn the basics of digital 

still photography with various cameras, generate composite video,  

and software proficiency. Topics include the process of mounting, 

setup and safety considerations, exit techniques and flying skills. 

This course focuses on military application through various skill 

training and scenario exercises.  

Duration:  40 Hours 
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MILITARY 

FREE FALL 

(MFF) 

This course will require individuals to demonstrate their ability to 

conduct specific tasks while in free fall, and, under canopy. This 

course will focus on jumping combat equipment in a military      

scenario in both daytime and nighttime operations. Individuals 

will learn about different military jumping equipment, packing, 

basic MFF techniques, combat equipment, oxygen equipment,  

oxygen jumps, and night jumps.  

Duration:  80 Hours 
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MILITARY  

ACCELERATED 

FREE FALL (MAFF) 

This advanced course will enhance the skills learned in the basic 

free fall course.  Individuals will be trained on more advanced    

skydiver skills such as tracking, spotting, canopy control, advanced 

maneuvering, maintaining stability, altitude awareness, among 

others.  This course also teaches proper and safe execution of a 

skydive with others from start to finish.  

Duration:  80 Hours 
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MILITARY ACCELERATED 

FREE FALL INSTRUCTOR 

(MAFF-I) 

The Advanced Free Fall Course is designed to bring experienced 

parachutists up to the instructor level.  Individuals will learn         

aggressive flying techniques employed in live free fall scenarios. 

This course will teach safe instructional response with roll-over 

and combat equipment reaction drills. Individuals will be able to 

confidently perform harness hold exits, combat equipment saves, 

and pull sequence assistance, and other Instructor’s skills. 

Duration:  80 Hours 
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MILITARY  

TANDEM 

The Military Tandem Master / Military Tandem Tethered Bundle 

(MTM / MTTB) course will teach the individual the skills needed 

to become a basic military tandem instructor. This course will 

teach individuals how to carry a passenger who is equipped with 

a rucksack, weapon and oxygen. Individuals are also taught to 

jump the military tandem tethered bundle technique. All jump 

types will be conducted in both day and night configuration. 

Duration:  80 Hours 
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PARACHUTE 

RIGGER 

The Parachute Rigger course has been focuses on familiarization 

on all types of military parachuting systems. This class teaches 

expert techniques and safety recommendations on the latest 

parachute systems. Advanced parachute delivery systems        

include Military Tethered Bundle, oxygen life support systems, 

high and low pressure delivery systems and Joint Parachute   

Aerial Delivery Systems.  

Duration:  30 Hours 
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MILITARY STATIC 

LINE JUMP 

This high altitude static line course creates offset capable          

parachutists for covert insertions. Individuals will learn proper 

procedures and techniques for safe static line jumping. The course 

uses extensive video, debriefing, and evolution based training  

sessions to ensure standards are met in all training phases.          

Individuals will also jump a variety of combat equipment including 

multiple weapons systems. 

Duration:  80 Hours 
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VERTICAL  

WIND  

TUNNEL 

Vertical wind tunnel training is designed to improve the        

individuals’ free fall skill level through an accelerated learning 

process utilizing one-on-one instruction in a focused              

environment. This course includes blending previous skills 

taught and incorporating new and improved advanced       

techniques. Individuals will have the ability to successfully  

deploy via military free fall. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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DOG 

TRAINING 
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K-9  

HANDLER  

COURSE 

This course will prepare the individual to conduct in-service training 

for military K-9 functions of trailing, evidence search, handler          

protection, apprehension, and building searches.  Selection testing of 

military dog prospects, tactical deployment, search and seizure, first 

aid and decoy techniques will also be covered. Extensive hands on    

training of dogs for these Patrol functions, and decoy skills               

development will also be completed during the course.  

Duration:  24  Hours 
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K-9  

ADVANCED 

TACTICS 

Our advanced canine tactics training is designed to teach individuals 

the basic canine patrol techniques as well as challenge the limits of 

their canine training experience. The focus of the course is to address 

both the tactics of safety for the canine team, as well as preparing  

canine teams to work well with their own unit’s tactical squads. The 

goal of the advanced canine tactics class is to design a challenging 

and realistic canine training experience that will change the way       

individuals think about canine training and identify more                   

opportunities for the safe and effective deployment of military       

service dogs in high risk situations. 

Duration:  36  Hours 
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K-9 EXPLOSIVES  

DETECTION DOG 

HANDLER 

The handler course will be a multi-day course of training including both 

lectures (PowerPoint presentation) and practical instruction. We shall 

cover multiple topics with each handler with the goal that each handler 

will learn the mechanics of conducting searches with an explosives    

detection K9 and be able to continue to improve performance, and 

learn to avoid common problems encountered in maintenance of 

trained dogs. Topics covered include scent theory, training theory, 

recordkeeping, search training, practical deployment, legal issues, and 

case law. Remediation procedures will also be covered. 

Duration:  48  Hours 
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K-9 INSTRUCTOR’S 

COURSE- 

DUAL PURPOSE 

This course will prepare you to train and conduct in-service training for 

Military K-9 functions of obedience, scent discrimination trailing,            

evidence recovery, handler protection, criminal apprehension, building 

and area search, narcotics detection, explosives detection, and cadaver 

recovery. Blocks of instruction cover selection and testing military dog 

candidates, tactical deployment & officer safety issues, setting up   

training scenarios, search and seizure law, and decoy technique.  

Duration:  30  Hours 
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K-9 INSTRUCTOR’S 

COURSE- 

DETECTION 

This course will prepare the student to conduct in-service training for 

military K-9 functions, concentrating on obedience, learning theory,   

explosives detection, cadaver detection. Selection testing of military 

dog prospects, tactical deployment, and search and seizure law will also 

be covered. Extensive hands on training of dogs for detection functions 

will also be completed during the course. 

Duration:  48  Hours 
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K-9 EXPLOSIVES  

DETECTION  

SUPERVISOR COURSE 

This is a course dealing with the administrative issues of running a K9 

unit from proper dog selection, practical issues of equipping and     

housing the dog, record keeping, handler selection & Compensation, 

certification, maintenance training, K9 policies, usage, health and first 

aid, case law, liability & negligence, and courtroom testimony. This 

course includes both lecture and observation of military K9 teams in 

training and deployment. 

Duration:  60 Hours 
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CONFLICT 

RESOLUTION 

Participants will develop a basic understanding of individual, group and 

organizational conflict and how these conflicts are associated with roles, 

responsibilities and duties within an organizational setting. Practical     

exercises and an explanation of how to resolve conflicts in the workplace 

will be provided. Short diagnostic tests will also be provided. During this 

presentation, the use of video clips and PowerPoint slides are used to  

reinforce the conceptual framework of the course. 

Duration:  8 Hours 
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ETHICAL  

LEADERSHIP  

Doing things the ethically correct way should always be top priority for 

all involved in the military. Effective leaders believe their role is to      

nurture subordinates to mature as independent and contributing     

members of the organization. This course provides participants with a 

pragmatic understanding, reflection and discussion of ethical issues and 

dilemmas in the workplace, The use of video clips, interactive group    

exercises and Power Point slides are used to reinforce the conceptual 

framework of the course. 

Duration:  8 Hours 
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SITUATIONAL  

LEADERSHIP 

Using Ken Blanchard's Situational Leadership Model ll as a basis,       

participants will develop a basic understanding of their managerial and 

leadership role and responsibility in directing, coaching, supporting and 

delegating to their subordinates, dependent on their subordinates            

developmental and readiness level to assume additional duties and   

responsibilities. A further discussion of the correlation of DISC          

personality diagnostic will be related to situational leadership. During 

this presentation, the use of video clips and PowerPoint slides are used 

to reinforce the conceptual framework of the course. This course     

contains the basic information and one diagnostic.  

Duration:  8 Hours 
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USING DISC  

PERSONALITY  

DIAGNOSTICS 

Participants will be exposed to the DISC personality diagnostic          

instrument in an effort to understand their communication and          

behavior patterns. Further, each personality type will be examined to 

assist each participant in understanding how to interact and               

communicate with individuals of different personalities. At the          

conclusion, each participant should have a basic understanding of 

how and why interactions with others are affected by personality. 

During this presentation, the use of video clips and PowerPoint slides 

are used to reinforce the conceptual framework of the course. 

Duration:  8 Hours 
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SUCCESSFUL  

TACTICAL  

LEADERSHIP 

A leader should have the vision to see beyond the current dilemmas 

they are faced with, and the strength of character to stay the course 

as they command in the face of adverse conditions. This course       

includes the subjects of empowering subordinates, goal setting, 

providing challenging and enlightening tasks, identifying and           

developing people with leadership potential, recognizing unit and   

individual successes, encouraging and facilitating professional 

growth, and developing and training future commanders.  

Duration:  12 Hours 
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SECURING  

EVENT 

LOCATIONS 

There are many occasions in which an area must be secure due to an 

event or for safety purposes. This course instructs the individual on 

procedures and tactics used to secure event locations.  Individuals 

will learn tactics when designing a physical security event, including 

setting up an outer perimeter and an inner perimeter with proper 

security in position.  Topics also include securing the interior,         

territorial reinforcement, tactical positioning, access control,           

deploying weapon systems, among others.  

Duration:  24 Hours 
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SECURE 

ESCORTING 

In addition to securing an area, an individual must be able to escort        

personnel in many different aspects, from vehicular escorts to personally 

escorting persons to and from different locations.  This training teaches 

the individual techniques and procedures to safely escort personnel      

including tactical positioning, area surveying, crowd control, entry     

control points, non-lethal and lethal weapons, cover and retaliatory     

tactics, escape planning, and other escorting tactics. 

Duration:  24 Hours 
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GUARDING  

‘HIGH VALUE’ 

TARGETS 

When high profile individuals need escorting or protection, they rely 

on close personal protection and safety from would be threats. This 

in-depth course trains individuals on tactics used to keep high        

profile individuals safe whether they are in public, the workplace, or 

in their home. Course topics include security measures taken inside 

buildings, out in the public, security sweeps, tactical positioning,    

responding to a threat, non-lethal and lethal tactics, fallback and 

cover procedures, escape procedures, and more.  

Duration:  24 Hours 
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TRANSPORTING  

VALUABLE  

CARGO 

When precious cargo needs to be transported from one location to 

another, there are many factors that might come into play.               

Individuals must understand the possible scenarios that might arise 

during transport.  This course will teach the individual preventative 

measures for transporting as well as reactionary tactics if a conflict 

arises.  Course topics include safety checks, area canvasing, ambush 

countermeasures, retaliatory tactics, escape methods, tactical and 

evasive maneuvering and others.  

Duration:  24 Hours 
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TACTICAL  SECURITY  

INSTRUCTORS 

COURSE 

When charged with securing an area or certain personnel, a team must 

work in unison to be successful.  This course is specifically designed for 

team leaders assigned the task of security.  Topics included are tactical 

leadership, personnel placement, securing perimeters, security           

designing and planning, territorial reinforcement, access control        

procedures, security escort procedures, weapons positioning, cover 

and retaliatory procedures, and other security tactics.  

Duration:  72 Hours 
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HIGH PROFILE SECURITY  

INSTRUCTORS 

COURSE 

When high profile personnel need escorting or protection, they rely 

on teams for personal protection and safety from would be threats.  

This course is specifically designed for team leaders charged with the 

task of security escorting of high profile individuals.  Leaders will 

learn tactical team positioning, security sweeping procedures, threat 

countermeasure response, securing areas and buildings, public      

venue security, close protection tactics and strategies, tactical       

leadership and procedures and other relevant tactics. 

Duration:  72 Hours 
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TRANSPORTATION SECURITY 

INSTRUCTORS 

COURSE 

Valuable and precious cargo often needs to be transported from one    

locale to another.  That task takes a competent team of individuals and a     

leader to make sure the mission is completed. This course is specifically 

designed for team leaders given the task of safely protecting and         

delivering precious cargo no matter what it is.  Course topics include 

types of valuable cargo, concealment and transport tactics, safety       

procedures, area canvasing, possible attack points, retaliatory methods, 

position fortification, tactical leadership and other relevant topics. 

Duration:  72 Hours 
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TACTICAL  

GEAR 

Uncle Mike's Deluxe Duty Belt Kodra Black 

Designed for light to moderate duty use, security, corrections, emergency, 

and other general use. Lightweight, yet very rigid due to double layer tough 

2" nylon web construction 

#BUS-88231—Small 26”-30”                                     #BUS-88021—Large 38”-42” 

#BUS-88011—Medium 32”-36”                                #BUS-88221—XL 44”-48” 

Sentinel Duty Rig Kit 

Belt, Belt Keepers (4), MKIII OC Case, Pager/Glove Case, 21” Baton Case,  

Radio, Universal Radio Case, Stinger Case, Silent Key Holder, Handcuff Case 

#89087—Medium                    #89088—Large                         #89089—XL 

Double Rifle Mag Black Pouch,30 Round, Molle Compatible 

Fast-flap™ works with Mag Pulls™. Hook & Loop closure. MOLLE compatible.  

Can be mounted or worn on 1 3⁄4" and 2" belts. 

#7702450 

Knife/Single Pistol Mag Black Pouch, Molle Compatible 

Multi-use pouches that holds a single mag. MOLLE compatible. Can be mounted 

on tactical vest, drop leg platform or LBV. Easily configured to be worn on 1 3/4" 

or 2" belt. Can carry most knives, small flashlights and multi-tools. 

#7702360 

Divided Pistol Mag Case Kodra, Black Double Stack 

Fits most magazines except Glock .45 and 10mm. Fits belts up to 2 1/4" 

#88367 
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OC Case Kodra Black, Snap Close 

Aerosol Chemical Agent Case - Medium, Black 

#88771—MKIII—Medium                          #88691—MKIV—Large 

Sentinel Pager/Glove Pouch, Black Molded Nylon 

Made of molded foam with a ballistic nylon outer shell and knit interior to  
prevent snagging gloves. Have nylon stiffener in the flap that makes it easier 
to open and helps to keep it's shape after continued use. Are compact and 
comfortable to wear. 

#89061 

ASP SideBreak Scabbard, Black 

Swivels to 12 distinct positions or may be locked in place on the duty belt.      

Expanded batons may be presented out the side of the carrier. 

#52232—For 16” Baton        #52432—For 21” Baton         #52632—For 26” Baton 

ASP Expandable Baton, Foam Black Chrome 

Easily carried, Foam Handle 

#52211—16” Baton—Closed Length: 6.5"-Extended Length: 16"-Weight: 15 oz. 

#52411—21” Baton—Closed Length: 7.75"-Extended Length: 21"-Weight: 16.4 oz. 

#52611—26” Baton—Closed Length: 9.5"-Extended Length: 26"-Weight: 19.2 oz. 

Duffel 12" Compact Black, Bag Plain Clear ID Holder 

1 1/2" Wraparound web handles. Oversized zippers. Clear plastic pocket for 

inserting an I.D. 26" long x 12" diameter 

#52441 

TACTICAL  

GEAR 
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ASP Hinge Handcuffs (Steel), Black 

Cuff structure is forged from high strength stainless steel. Over molded with 
ordnance grade polymer under 75 tons of pressure.                                        
Less movement than a chain cuff 

#56111 

ASP Chain Handcuffs (Steel), Black 

Cuff structure is forged from high strength stainless steel. Over molded with 

ordnance grade polymer under 75 tons of pressure. 

#56101  

Flex-Cuf Restraints, Model 8210  

Designed to be a quick, temporary alternative to handcuffs featuring a unique 
Strength Barb System contained within the Flex-Cuf head makes them virtually 
pickproof. The smooth inside surface, combined with rounded edges, were       
designed to minimize the chance of abrasion or tissue damage.                            
Nylon construction offers dimensional stability as well as flexibility. 

#8210-1-10B  

Large Gear Bag, Black 

Three-sided zipper main compartment. Two pockets on either side for extra 
storage. Six loops on the front and back for attachment of pouches. Built-in 
roll out mat. Wrap-around web handle, shoulder strap and side handles.  
Main compartment 19" W x 9" H x 13" D 

#52590 

ASP Tactical Handcuff Case, Black 

Tactical cases retain ASP restraints with an adjustable Velcro cover.                            

ASP Handcuff case incorporates a key pocket. 

#56136 

TACTICAL  

GEAR 
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Duty Cuff Pouch, Black, Nylon 

Made of molded foam with a ballistic nylon outer shell. Have a nylon stiffener in 
the flap that makes it easier to open and helps to keep it's shape after continued 
use. Are secure, compact, and extremely durable for duty or plain clothes use. 

#89068 

Riot Helmet, Brimless; Riot Face shield, Black (S/M, L/XL, XXL) 

High protection. Light Weight 3 lbs. including shield. 1/2 shell coverage 

#AE RD 100 2X 

Riot Helmet, Large Face Coverage, Black (S/M, L/XL, XXL) 

High protection. Light Weight 3 lbs. including shield. 3/4 shell coverage 

#AE RS 100 

Riot Helmet, Large Face Coverage; Grid, Black (S/M, L/XL, XXL) 

High protection. Light Weight 3 lbs. 5 oz. including shield grid. 3/4 shell coverage 

#AE CT 100 

Helmet Carry Bag, V1 

Cordura nylon with drawstring with fleece liner 

#1199 

Helmet Carry Bag, V2 

Cordura nylon with zipper. Two carry handles 

#1200 

Rothco Anti-Riot Shield, Clear  

Tough polycarbonate shield. Full torso protection. Aluminum handle.              

Web arm strap.  40" x 20" x 1/8" thick. Weighs just 6 lbs. 

#1992 

TACTICAL  

GEAR 
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Riot Shield 

Convex design. Lexan body shield (clear polycarbonate material).                       

Superior optical quality. Ergonomic handle 

#BS-2—20”x36” – 6 lbs x .150”                   #BS-3—24”x48” – 8.5 lbs x .150” 

Capture Shield 

Concave design. Lexan body shield (clear polycarbonate material).                     

Superior optical quality. Ergonomic handle 

#CS-8—20”x36” – 6 lbs x .150”                   #CS-4—24”x48” – 8.5 lbs x .150” 

Shield Carry Bag 

Black Cordura. Carry Strap. Convenient pack straps for transport 

#SCB-MD—24” x 42”                                  #SCB-LG—26” x 53” 

Flame Retardant Midweight (6 oz./sq. yard)  

Flame-retardant garment for use in colder temperatures as a standalone piece 

or as a sub-layer. One-piece FR balaclava that provides head and neck coverage 

and insulates from the cold. Versatile Midweight Layer. Mod acrylic / Rayon 

Blend. Flame-Retardant Garment. Superior Moisture-Wicking. Ag47 Anti-

Microbial Protection. Won't Shrink, Pick or Fade. Extra Length. Clean Seams 

#2F54B  

Bushnell Binoculars, Elite 8x 42mm 

Twist-up eyecups. O-ring sealed 100% waterproof/fog proof/dust proof         

construction. Rugged. Locking center diopter adjustment dial. Comfort neck 

strap and custom-molded case included. 

#628042ED 

TACTICAL  

GEAR 
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Bushnell Binoculars, Legend Ultra HD 10x 42mm 

RainGuard® HD water-repellent lens coating. Ultra wide field-of-view.          
Lightweight, magnesium chassis. Waterproof/fog proof. Locking diopter.         
Includes premium carry case, neck strap, microfiber lens cloth and deluxe        
binocular harness 

#191042 

Bushnell Binoculars, Elite 8x 42mm 

BaK-4 prisms for bright, clear, crisp viewing. Multi-coated optics for superior 
light transmission. Textured center-focus knobs. Waterproof/fog proof/
dustproof. Mil-Hash Reticle. 

#AR250150 

Streamlight ProTac® HL w/Holster 

High – 600 Lumens, 1.25 hours runtime. Low –33 Lumens, 18 hours runtime. 

Strobe - 2.5 hours runtime. Uses two 3V CR123A lithium batteries (included) 

#88040 

Streamlight Nightfighter® X 

High – 200 Lumens, 2.5 hours runtime. Low – 10 Lumens, 50 hours runtime. 

Strobe. Uses Two 3 Volt "CR 123A. Adjustable lanyard. Adjustable grip-ring 

#88008 

Surefire G2X™ Pro 

Polymer-body. High 320 lumens / 2 hours. Low 15 lumens / 45 hours.         

Length 5.20 inches. Includes 2 high-energy 123A batteries 

#G2X-D-BK 

Surefire 6PX™ Tactical 

Aerospace aluminum-body. Max Output -- White Light 320 lumens. Tactical 

Runtime 2 hours. Length 5.20 inches. Includes 2 high-energy 123A batteries 

#6PX-C-BK 

TACTICAL  

GEAR 
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Surefire Minimus Headlamp 

High 100 lumens / 1.5 hours. Low 1.0 lumens / 50.0 hours.                                    

Includes 1 high-energy 123A battery 

#HS2-A-BK 

Surefire 2211 WristLight 

High 200 lumens / 1.25 hours. Med 60 lumens / 4 hours. Low 15 lumens /          

13 hours. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery through USB cable 

#2211-A-BK 

Benchmade 141 Nimravrus, Fixed Blade 

154CM stainless steel blade (58-61hrc). Tanto blade style. Full-tang anodized, 

machined 6061 T-6 aluminum handle. Includes multi function MOLLE®           

compatible nylon sheath. 

#141SBK 

Benchmade Adamas AXIS Folder 

AXIS® locking mechanism with ambidextrous thumb-stud opener. Tactical     

drop-point blade style. G10 handle with lanyard hole and full stainless steel    

liners. Sheath and Malice clip included. 

#275SBKSN 

Benchmade Forged Tomahawk 

4140 chromyl blade steel. Full-tang handle with textured G10 cross-hatched 

pattern for ultimate grip. Contoured wedged end for prying. Includes Riveted 

PIM sheath with multiple carry options (MOLLE®, Tek-Lok®, and flush mount for 

inside vehicle) 

#172BFK 
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Benchmade Griptilian, Folder 

AXIS® locking mechanism with ambidextrous dual thumb-stud opener. 154CM 

stainless steel blade (58-61HRC). Black handles: Noryl GTX. 420J stainless steel 

liners and a reversible steel pocket clip 

#551SBK 

Crucial Black - With strap cutter 

Half Fine / Half Serrated Blade. Strap Cutter. Philips Screwdriver. Flat Head 

Screwdriver. V-Cut Wire Cutters. Stainless Steel – Black 

#31-001518 

Gerber Diesel Multi-Plier, Black, Sheath Included 

One-handed opening. Inboard tools. Fully locking blades. Needle nose pliers. 

Wire cutter. Partially serrated knife blade. Cross point screwdriver. Small,       

medium and large flat blade screwdrivers. Can opener. Bottle opener. File. Saw.  

#22-41545 

Gerber Effect Military Maintenance Tool 

Interchangeable Tool Component: OTIS Nylon end brush. Saf-T-Lock. Front Sight 

Pin Tool Interchangeable from 4 TO 5 Pin. Flat Driver Scraper. Interchangeable 

Tool Component: OTIS Curved Pick. Punch. Scraper 

#31-000049 

Gerber Remix Tactical Folder 

Tanto Blade. Tip Up Pocket Carry. Newly Designed Thumb lift. One Hand     

Opening. G-10 Composite Handle. Blade Length: 3.0".                                              

Closed Length: 4.86". Overall Length: 7.86". Weight: 4.6 oz. 

#31-001098 
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Gerber Instant Folder 

Assisted Opening 2.0 Mechanism. Thumb Plunge Lock. Ultra Light.                        

G-10 Composite Handle. Blade Length: 3.18". Closed Length: 4.57".                         

Overall Length: 7.75". Weight: 4.01 oz. 

#31-002184 

Leatherman MUT, 16 Tools 

Needle nose Pliers. Regular Pliers. 154CM Replaceable Wire Cutters/Hard-wire 

Cutters. Stranded-wire Cutters. Electrical Crimper. 420HC Combo. Knife. Saw. 

Hammer. Replaceable Cutting Hook. Bolt Override Tool. Replaceable Firearm 

Disassembly Punch. Replaceable Bronze Carbon Scraper. #8-32 Cleaning Rod/

Brush Adapters. Carabiner/Bottle Opener. Large Bit Driver. 

Leatherman Surge, 21 Tools 

Needle nose Pliers. Regular Pliers. Wire Cutters. Hard-wire Cutters. Stranded-

wire Cutters. Electrical Crimper. 420HC Knife. 420HC Serrated Knife. Saw.      

Scissors. Wood/Metal File. Diamond-coated File. Blade Exchanger. Large Bit 

Driver. Small Bit Driver. Large Screwdriver. Awl w/ Thread Loop.                        

Ruler (9 inch/22 cm). Bottle Opener. Can Opener. Wire Stripper 

Leatherman OHT, 16 Tools 

Spring-action Needle nose Pliers. Spring-action Regular Pliers. Spring-action 

154CM Replaceable Wire Cutters. Spring-action 154CM Replaceable Hard-wire 

Cutters. 420HC Knife. 420HC Serrated Knife. Phillips Screwdriver. Small/

medium/Large Screwdriver. Saw. Strap Cutter. Can Opener. Bottle Opener.     

Oxygen Tank Wrench. Threaded for an #8-32 Cleaning Rod Attachment 

Smith Elite AEGIS ARC, Black With Clear Installed, Gray & Yellow Spare Lens 

Meets US Standard MIL-PRF-31013, ANSI Z87.1-2003 & EN 166 standards        

Airflow active ventilation channel. Anti-fog and scratch resistant coating on all 

lenses. Lenses provide 100% protection from harmful UVA/UVB/UVC rays 
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Smith Elite Goggles, OUTSIDE THE WIRE Black With Clear Installed, Gray &   

Yellow Spare Lens 

Meets US standard MIL-DTL-43511D, ANSI Z87.1-2003 and EN166 standards. 

Anatomically optimized design for seamless helmet integration. Anti-fog and 

scratch resistant coating on all lenses. Lenses provide 100% protection from 

harmful UVA/UVB/UVC rays 

Smith Elite, BOOGIE REGULATOR GOGGLE Black With Clear lens 

Lenses meet US MIL-DTL-43511D goggle impact level. Smith patented Regulator 

ventilates lenses combat fogging. Smith Optic's uncompromising optical quality. 

Anti-fog and scratch resistant coatings on all lenses 

Smith Elite, BOOGIE REGULATOR GOGGLE Black With Gray lens 

Lenses meet US MIL-DTL-43511D goggle impact level. Smith patented Regulator 

ventilates lenses combat fogging. Smith Optic's uncompromising optical quality. 

Anti-fog and scratch resistant coatings on all lenses. 100% protection from 

harmful UVA and UVB rays.  

Oakley SI Ballistic M Frame 2.0 Strike Array - Black Frame 

Fully compliant with all ANSI Z87.1-2003 and MIL-PRF-31013 Vo Ballistics.       

Plutonite lens material blocks 100% of all UVA/UVB/UVC and harmful blue light. 

Maximized comfort of ultra-lightweight design (1.05 oz. total weight) 

#11-186 

SI Ballistic Goggle Black Frame / Clear & Grey 

Fully compliant with all ANSI Z87.1-2003 protection requirements. Protection 

against sand, wind and dust. Performance of permanent anti-fog lens coating. 

Meets ballistic fragmentation impact standards per MIL-DTL-43511D. 

#11-150 
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Under Armor Tactical Reliance Sunglasses, Clear 

Rated to meet or exceed impact (ANSI Z87.1) and ballistics resistance (MIL-PRF-
31013) standards. Lens coating eliminates visual obstructions by repelling water 
and resisting scratching, smudging, and staining. Lenses block 100% of UVA, 
UVB, and UVC rays. 

#1245312-010 

Under Armor Tactical Reliance Sunglasses, Gray 

Rated to meet or exceed impact (ANSI Z87.1) and ballistics resistance (MIL-PRF-
31013) standards. Lens coating eliminates visual obstructions by repelling water 
and resisting scratching, smudging, and staining. Lenses block 100% of UVA, 
UVB, and UVC rays 

#1245312-003 

5.11 Taclite Pro Pants, Black  

Lightweight 65% polyester and 35% poly cotton rip stop. Magazine/cell phone 
pocket. Two cargo pockets. Patented slash rear pockets. Treated with HT 
Teflon® wear resistant finish. External knife pocket. Rear web strap. YKK®       
zippers. Prym® snaps. Clip loop.  

#74273-019 (Size Required - Waist x Length, Even Sizes) 

5.11 Tactical Pants - Men's, Cotton, Black 

Rear strap and slash pocket design. 48 bartacks in high stress areas. Self-
adjusting comfort waistband. Double thick seat and knees (kneepad ready). 
Genuine YKK® zippers and Prym® snaps. Convenient D-ring. Tough 8.5-oz. cotton 
canvas. 7 pockets 

#74251-019 (Size Required - Waist x Length, Even Sizes) 

5.11 Tactical TDU Rip-Stop Pants, Black 

Self-adjusting waist. Genuine YKK® zippers and Prym® snaps. Teflon® treated for 
stain, liquid and dirt resistance. 65% polyester/35% cotton 7.5oz Rip-stop. Short, 
medium and long lengths. Blousing straps. Large side outer pockets. 

#74003-019 (Size Required - Waist x Length, Even Sizes) 
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5.11 Tactical Performance Polo - Short Sleeve Black, Polyester Synthetic Knit 

100% no snag polyester fabric. Tough melamine buttons. No roll collar with   
flexible collar stays. Reinforced dual pen pockets on left sleeve. Mic clips at   
center placket and shoulders. Pen pockets on left sleeve. Gusseted sleeves. 

#71049-019  (Size Required - S-3XL) 

5.11 Taclite Pro Short Sleeve Shirt, Black 

Durable, ultra-lightweight 4-oz., 65% polyester/35% cotton rip-stop. Teflon 
treated for stain, liquid and soil resistance. 5.11's patented hidden document 
pockets. Pen pockets on left sleeve.  

#71175-019  (Size Required - S-3XL) 

5.11 Tactical Long Sleeve Shirt, Black 

Triple-stitch construction. 26 bartacks in high stress areas. Tough melamine 
buttons. Patented hidden document pockets. Reinforced pen pockets. Cape-
back with moisture-wicking mesh. 6 pockets; 9 colors. Tough 5.4-oz. cotton   
canvas. Long sleeves 

#72157-019  (Size Required - S-3XL) 

5.11 Double Duty Jacket, Black 

Wind and water repellent high performance nylon. Removable insulated liner. 
Back-Up Belt System® compatible. Bellow front pockets and hand warmer   
pockets. Bi-Swing shoulders  

#48096-019  (Size Required - S-3XL) 

5.11 TDU Belt - 1.5" Plastic Buckle, Black  

Non-metallic, low profile plastic buckle. Heavy duty nylon webbing.               
Small: 28-30. Medium: 32-34. Large: 36-38. X-Large: 40-42 . 2X-Large: 44-46.    
3X-Large: 48-50. 4X-Large: 52-54  

#59551-190  (Size Required - S-3XL) 
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Men's Under Armor Valsetz 7" Tactical Boots, Black 

Lightweight, water-resistant mesh upper •Fully contoured, compression-molded 
EVA midsole. Molded Ortholite® sock liner cushions your foot and keeps your 
foot locked in. Rubber outsole is engineered to grip on- and off-road. Textured, 
high-abrasion rubber toe. Height: 7". Weight: 15.5oz 

#1224003-001  (Size Required) 

Men's Under Armor Speed Freek 7" Boots, Black  

GORE-TEX® lining. Lightweight, waterproof pigskin leather overlays. High-
abrasion TPU toe cap. Durable EVA midsole ETC®. Anti-Friction Lining prevents 
rubbing on the foot. Weight: 20 oz. Height: 7" 

#1227564 -001  (Size Required) 

Uncle Mike's Law Enforcement Dual Retention Jacket Slot Duty Holster 

Dual retention holsters to fit the spectrum of LE pistols and revolvers. Non-
stretch retention strap. Independent tensioning device that adjusts to apply    
varying degree of clamping pressure. 

#98522  (Hand and Make/model of pistol required) 

Blackhawk Tactical Pistol Lanyard 

Made of coiled wire with a black rubber exterior laminate. Attaches to your belt 
with our BTS loop. Attaches to your weapon with gutted 550 cord. Allows full 
extension shooting. 

#90TPL1BK 

Peacemaker Stun Baton, Rechargeable 

Powerful Stun Baton. Grab Guard Stun Strips. Rubberized Armor Coating. Bright 
LED Flashlight. Rechargeable: Recharging cord (included) plugs into a standard 
wall outlet. Safety Switch. Wrist Strap. Nylon Holster with Belt Loop. Lifetime 
Warranty: The Peacemaker Stun Baton is made of the highest quality            
components and comes with a lifetime warranty. Long Reach: 14.25” Baton.   
Actual Voltage is difficult to measure, but this unit compares with units that 
claim to be 6,000,000 volts or more. 

#SWB6000R  
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Mechanix Vent Covert Glove  

Perforated synthetic leather palm, fingers and side panels merge with a    
breathable mesh top, allowing circulation throughout every part of the glove.    
A strategically placed micro fleece thumb panel serves as a convenient place to 
wipe the sweat inevitably falling from your brow.  

#MGV-55  (Size Required S-XXL) 

Mechanix Original Covert Glove 

Durable synthetic leather, stretch spandex finger gussets and a new flexible TPR 
wrist closure allow for a comfortable and snug fit. 

#MG-55  (Size Required S-XXL) 

Mechanix M-Pact 2 Covert Glove  

Anatomically designed with advanced features that include tapered stretch side 
panels that form comfortably between fingers and a molded Neoprene cuff for a 
seamless fit to your wrist. Integrated impact absorbing molded rubber finger 
protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. 

#MP2-55  (Size Required S-XXL) 

Mechanix TAA M-Pact 3 Glove 

Kevlar molded knuckles, impact-absorbing molded Thermal Plastic Rubber finger 
protection and an anatomically shaped multi-layer leather palm with EVA       
Interior foam padding. 

#MP3-55  (Size Required S-XXL) 

HWI Standard Kneepad, Black 

TPU cap for sturdy protection. Pad made from high density EVA foam and       
durable Nylon material. Quick release straps for easy removal. 

#SK100 

HWI Standard Elbowpad, Black 

TPU cap for sturdy protection. Pad made from high density EVA foam and       
durable Nylon material. Quick release straps for easy removal. 

#SE100 
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Condor Compact Plate Carrier Tactical Vest  

The Condor Compact Plate Carrier is designed for high, low drag. Comfortable 
and well constructed with compression molded panels and heavy duty webbing 
for MOLLE compatible gear and accessories. Accepts 10 x 13 plate front and 
back. Emergency drag handle. Side release buckles on shoulders and waist strap. 
Compression molded panels. Easy access to ballistic with pull down flaps.        
Accepts standard 10x12 plates (not incl.) Color : O.D. Black, Coyote Tan, ACU  

#CPC  (Size : M-XL Adjustable ) 

Upper body and Shoulder Protector     

Lightweight cellular EVA foam pad design. Neck-roll features 40mm high-density 
sponge foam. Shoulder pads with hard shell plastic inserts and foam padding. 
Protected with a durable tight-weave polyester mesh. Adjustable reinforced 
straps with Velcro®. 

#DCP-2000  (Size Required MD-XXXL) 

FlexForce™ - Modular Hard Shell Crowd Control Suit  

Includes : Upper Body Protector with shoulder guards, Thigh/Groin Protector, 
Knee/Shin Guards, Forearm Protectors and FX1 Gear Bag. 

#FX-1  (Size Required MD-XXXL) 

ELITE Upper Body protection system 

Lightweight cellular EVA foam pad design. Shoulder and side adjustable. Neck-
roll features 40mm high-density sponge foam. Shoulder pads with dual hard 
shell protectors. Protected with a durable tight-weave polyester mesh. 

#DCP-4000  (Size Required MD-XXXL) 

Neoprene Knee/Shin Guards with Non-slip knee caps (pair) 

Stealthy durable neoprene outer shell with reinforced stitching throughout.   
Trion-X™ Non-slip reinforced grip technology for maximum durability. Shock  
absorbing 10mm foam. Multiple adjustable elastic straps and Velcro®. Can be 
worn inside or outside of gear. One size fits all. 

#DNSG-B 
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Hard Shell Shin Guards with Non-slip knee caps (pair) 

Hard-shell polyethylene shin plates and Hard-shell knee caps with Trion™.     

Non-slip grip technology. Heavy-duty reinforced foam padded nylon inner leg 

support. High tenacity, air textured DuPont Ultra Cordura® nylon outer            

materials. Multiple adjustable elastic straps and Velcro®. Washable.  

#DSG-100 

Thigh / groin guards 

Designed to compliment the #DCP2000 Imperial Chest and Shoulder Protector. 

Lightweight cellular EVA foam padding. Polyester mesh lines the inside. Four 

inch elastic straps with Velcro wrap around the thigh. Adjustable and removable 

padded groin protector. One size fits all.  

#TG-20 

FX1 style forearm/elbow protector (pair) 

Two piece hard Electrum XK8™ outer shell provides flex needed by your forearm 

and elbow. Shock absorbing Protium™ foam covered with 420 denier Cordura 

nylon. Polyester mesh lines the inside. Adjustable straps fasten with durable  

nylon elastic and Velcro® 

#FA30 

Forearm protectors (pair) 

Forearm protection from wrist to elbow. Lightweight EVA foam with hard shell 

plastic inserts. Two adjustable straps. Protected with a durable tight-weave   

polyester mesh. One size fits all. 

#FP10 
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Norhurst Professional Services—Norhurst has been successfully supporting 

clients with professional services for more than 11 years. We believe each of our 
clients is a partner with a common goal of making smart business and IT support 
decisions. We understand the demands of our ever-changing business world and 
work to employ solutions to meet your unique requirements. Our teams will     
ensure those solutions integrate flexibility for future growth. We specialize in IT 
Consulting, Staff Augmentation, Permanent Placement, Project Solutions,         
Business Integration, and Project Management in SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft, Sales 
Force, Java, and other software applications your business may require. 

Norhurst Tactical—Our tactical division provides tactical services, training 

and equipment for Commercial, Federal, Private and Defense Industries.   
With years of service to our country as Special Forces soldiers, we have 
adapted proven training tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP’s) to provide 
the very best training to our customers regardless of the individual or          
collective requirements. Our team of subject matter experts, instructors, and               
instructional designers can modify any of our courses to meet specific         
customer requirements or create custom training to meet any operational or 
academic need. We also offer a variety of state-of-the-art tactical products. 

Norhurst Media Marketing—Our Media Marketing division has over 50 years 

of experience in the media industry and specializes in the fields of Print Advertising, 
High Definition Video and Film, Commercials and Photography. Our team of experts 
work directly with your organization to ensure we exhibit your unique product or 
service in a way that sets your company apart from the competition. Whether you 
are developing a complete media strategy or simply making an opportunity media 
buy, Norhurst can help you reach your target audience utilizing best practice        
industry tools and techniques. Through calculated design and strategy, our entire 
team is committed to creating a unique brand for your organization.  

‘SHELTR’™ Training Program—Unfortunately schools and other public 

venues around the world are becoming a target to foreign and domestic           
terrorism. The ‘SHELTR’ Training courses and Tactical Protective Gear gives 
schools, universities, or workplaces a chance to defend from an Active Threat.  
The Safety Hazard-Emergency-Lethal Threat Response (SHELTR) Training           
provides teachers, employees, maintenance staff, grounds keepers, etc. with 
training tools and techniques in which to keep their school or other location 
safe.  These tools and techniques are meant to show how to create daily           
security routines, “LOOK” for things that are out of the norm, “REPORT”                    
incidents in a timely and accurate manner, and “RESPOND” if your campus          
or workplace becomes engaged by a threat or crisis situation. 


